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News Release for Immediate Distribution
DIAGNOS ANNONCES APPOINTMENT OF NEW PRESIDENT AND CEO
André Larente brings 22 years of Marketing, Sales, development and worldwide operations to the
DIAGNOS Management team
WINNIPEG, MANITOBA – September 28, 2000 –DIAGNOS INC. (“the company”) – The Board of Directors of DIAGNOS inc. is
proud to announce the appointment of Mr. Andre Larente as the new President and CEO of DIAGNOS. Mr. Larente succeeds
Mr. Gilles Gravel who will continue as Executive Vice-President and work with Mr. Larente on expanding the sales of DIAGNOS
worldwide.
Mr. Larente has been actively involved in the high technology sector for more than 20 years and was previously employed by
Syscan International as President & CEO, by Newbridge Networks Corporation as the Area Vice-President and General
Manager for Eastern Canada. His contacts and his understanding of the information systems sector make him ideally suited to
lead DIAGNOS through a period of anticipated strong growth as world demand for DIAGNOS’ products is expected to increase
significantly over the next 14 months. “André has extensive experience in sales and managing operations and can position
DIAGNOS as an international player in the field of knowledge management,” said Olivier Lerolle, chairman of the board of
DIAGNOS.
Mr. Larente has extensive informatics, software and data communications technology sector expertise, with previous experience
as the Vice-President for Legent Corporation, as Director of Sales, Eastern Canada for Cognos Corporation, as Sales Director
for Tandem Computers and as Sales Manager, Federal Systems for twelve years with Honeywell Information Systems. He is a
graduate of Sherbrooke University and holds a Bachelor of Commerce and Management Information Systems degree.
“I am delighted to take on this new challenge as President and CEO of DIAGNOS inc. DIAGNOS has all the ingredients for
incredible success. I am particularly looking forward to taking DIAGNOS into the next millennium, with the support of the many
contacts and associates I’ve made while working with Canadian and American leading companies and governments. I would like
to thank Gilles Gravel and the Board for providing me with this opportunity,” said Mr. Larente.
DIAGNOS inc. is a Canadian corporation engaged in the development and marketing of a knowledge extraction platform which
allows automatic and intelligent analysis of numerical databases, images, web documents and text in natural languages. This
segment of the information technology sector is currently experiencing explosive growth as vendors rush to market with new
products and services. With the Internet and the new telecommunications services, more accurate remote diagnoses can be
provided on a timely basis. DIAGNOS is committed to bringing new products to market that benefit this growing KNOWLEDGE
MANAGEMENT Market.
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